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Businesses impact climate
as much as 
climate impacts businesses
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Today
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Corporate responses to the 
climate crisis will be a greater 
predictor of success than 
digital transformation has been 
over the past 30 years.

Tomorrow
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Our purpose

Help Planet Earth become a 
stakeholder of all 
companies.

Just the same way employees, 
customers and shareholders are.
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In 2021, we enable 
companies to adapt to 
climate change.

Our mission
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We developed complete
business lines to tackle
climate change adaptation

# Finance
# Agriculture
# Industry Insurance

Services

Consulting

Training



An action-oriented training to enable every employee to 
be motivated enough to play their part

A readiness assessment to build a picture of the 

employee engagement

A digital tailored platform with premium contents 

and certificates to build indepth knowledge

Online/Presential sessions with experts & groups 

of learners to build a movement

Training
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How to engage and grow
your people on climate?



How to protect in real time 
employees and businesses?
CYMO, the 24/7 Natural Hazard Protection Platform

Street-level and site-specific alerting with our

worldwide coverage (satellites, drones, social 

medias, ground stations)

Real time monitoring & personalized alerting

by climate risk experts

Building resilience from post-event visual 

assessment right after the natural disaster

Services
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How to adapt your assets & 
value chain to climate change?
We guide you trough your climate adaptation journey by 

sharing data and knowledge to make you smarter

Global Risk Assessment to identify at-risk assets 

from your portfolio or for acquisitions

Local Vulnerability Assessment and adaptation 

level score for your most at-risk assets

Local Adaptation Plan to build resilience and 

take opportunities 
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Consulting



How to adapt your agricultural 
practices to climate change?
We strengthen the resilience of agricultural supply chains

Global assessment to spot at-risk crops / 

regions / markets of your supply chain

Local assessment of climate change impact on 

yield and quality, and test of adaptative measures
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Consulting

Local adaptation plan to identify the best 

agricultural practices to build resilience 



How to secure your
ecological transition?
We provide tailor-made protection solutions, mixing 

insurance and services

Protection of farmers’ margin while reducing 

the use of phytosanitary products in their fields

Emergence warranty embedded with seed bags 

sold by seed providers

“Yield as a service”, combining high-tech 

equipment, leasing solutions, advisory and 

insurance
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Insurance



How to recover faster?
We provide Parametric insurance, the only way to be 
paid within hours after a climate event

You choose the index, the thresholds and the 
payouts adapted to your risks

Thanks to an independent source of data, you 
monitor the index and see if the cover is triggered

Once triggered, you confirm your losses and you 
receive your payment within hours
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Insurance
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Our secret sauce?
We make you smarter!
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Full transparency, end-reports and 
raw data are yours.

We give you our data
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We do tailor made, fast.

We adapt to your specific
needs, at your speed
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We dig the « So What? » and 
propose concrete actions.

We focus on impact
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As our customer, you join our AXA 
Climate Club with a large range of 
services.

We build long term
partnerships



Global Footprint
+ 100 employees over 5 continents

AXA Group Integration

Earth Expertise

Part of the AXA Group, we are integrated into a
global ecosystem of talents & expertise
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Partnerships with world renowned experts



Ready to adapt? 
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Let’s talk!

Nicolas Saint Bris

Sales and Marketing

nicolas.saintbris@axa.com
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How climate will change where my family live?

Where should I start to adapt?

How can I engage my people on biodiversity?

How can I ensure transition for my agroforestry business?

And many more questions you may have…
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AXA Climate’ 
scientists
picked for you

Report
GIEC I Rapport sur les conséquences 

d’un réchauffement planétaire de 1,5°C

Book
Le climat en 100 questions

Documentary

Mooc

H2O, l’eau, la vie et nous

La Biodioversité, ses croisements 
avec l’humanité par Gilles Boeuf

https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
https://www.tallandier.com/livre/le-climat-en-100-questions/
https://www.tallandier.com/livre/le-climat-en-100-questions/
https://www.arte.tv/fr/videos/RC-020421/h2o-l-eau-la-vie-et-nous/
https://www.college-de-france.fr/site/gilles-boeuf/_course.htm

